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What are you even 
doing?



Lies spread faster than the truth
To understand how false news spreads, Vosoughi et al. used a data set of 
rumor cascades on Twitter from 2006 to 2017. About 126,000 rumors were 
spread by ∼3 million people. False news reached more people than the truth; 
the top 1% of false news cascades diffused to between 1000 and 100,000 
people, whereas the truth rarely diffused to more than 1000 people. 
Falsehood also diffused faster than the truth. The degree of novelty and the 
emotional reactions of recipients may be responsible for the differences 
observed.

S. Vosoughi, D. Roy, and S. Aral, “The spread of true and false news online,” Science, vol. 359, no. 6380, pp. 1146–1151, 
Mar. 2018 [Online]. Available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aap9559









https://docs.google.com/file/d/1O_3JQz3J-YlQ7FHv7fO3PqJZ0gOW2r_I/preview




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qc5P2bvfl44










The science of fake news

“What interventions might be effective at stemming the flow and influence of 
fake news? We identify two categories of interventions: 

(i) those aimed at empowering individuals to evaluate the fake news 
they encounter, and 

(ii) structural changes aimed at preventing exposure of individuals to fake 
news in the first instance.”

D. M. J. Lazer et al., “The science of fake news,” Science, vol. 359, no. 6380, pp. 1094–1096, Mar. 2018 
[Online]. Available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aao2998



What should we be 
doing?



ACRL AASL Toolkit

https://acrl.libguides.com/slilc/aasl 

http://acrl.libguides.com/c.php?g=4
56425&p=3118501#s-lg-box-wrapp
er-11318740 

https://acrl.libguides.com/slilc/aasl
http://acrl.libguides.com/c.php?g=456425&p=3118501#s-lg-box-wrapper-11318740
http://acrl.libguides.com/c.php?g=456425&p=3118501#s-lg-box-wrapper-11318740
http://acrl.libguides.com/c.php?g=456425&p=3118501#s-lg-box-wrapper-11318740


Mozilla Web Literacy

https://learning.mozilla.org/en-US/web-literacy 

https://learning.mozilla.org/en-US/web-literacy


Mission:Information 
Teaching Kit

https://nucleus-network.github.io/missioninfo/ 

https://nucleus-network.github.io/missioninfo/


First Draft
a project of the 
Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy at 
Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government

https://firstdraftnews.org/en/education/learn/ 

https://firstdraftnews.org/en/education/learn/


“...we planned and presented a series of workshops to train 
local high school faculty on best practices in 
incorporating IL into their assignments. Our other goal in 
this work was to create a learning community that could 
sustain conversations and interest 
https://globalvoices.github.io/NewsFrames-Curriculum/index.
htmlin IL after the workshop series ended. In northeastern 
Oregon, high school librarians are both rare and tasked 
with myriad competing duties, often stretched thin; working 
directly with high school faculty was essential in trying 
to embed a richer information 
https://nucleus-network.github.io/missioninfo/ experience 
in our classrooms.”

https://globalvoices.github.io/NewsFrames-Curriculum/i
ndex.html 

NewsFrames 
Curriculum Kit

https://globalvoices.github.io/NewsFrames-Curriculum/index.html
https://globalvoices.github.io/NewsFrames-Curriculum/index.html


DigitalLiteracy.gov



https://medium.com/dfrlab
The Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab (DFRLab) has 
operationalized the study of disinformation by exposing falsehoods 
and fake news, documenting human rights abuses, and building 
digital resilience worldwide.

https://misinfocon.com/
MisinfoCon is a global movement focused on building solutions to 
online trust, verification, fact checking, and reader experience in the 
interest of addressing misinformation in all of its forms.

https://medium.com/dfrlab
https://misinfocon.com/
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